Summer time always brings new things to try and a fresh look at Life. It has been a busy summer for me and Little Farm Research. I am reworking the Farm. In February my sons replaced the glazing on the polyculture greenhouse and I started the serious business of upgrading and increasing the number of the greenhouse soil beds. I have been setting up a watering system that both recycles greenhouse water and uses the pressurized irrigation that is available to us in the summer. I have planted, monitored and harvested a number of crops.

I was fortunate to attend a 5 day SE-5 1000 “The Next Dimension” seminar. I must say it was one of the most intensive courses I have ever attended. I learned so much! And those of you who know me know what a huge compliment I am giving to Don Paris and Jan, who hosted and taught the course.

Next summer Don Paris has invited me to do a workshop on Radionics in Agriculture with him in Albuquerque. I am working hard on my part of that seminar and it will include an agriculture database.

I have learned so many things, through radionic monitoring, about living soil. I have always wanted to know the role the soil played energetically with the formation and growth of plants and trees. After all those very plants and trees provide the food that nourishes our own physical forms. What is a healthy plant? What is good food? I kept coming back to understanding the soil, healthy living soil with life and vitality beyond minerals. So Farmers and gardeners read your emails and mark your calendars for this most important study course.

I have been looking long for a way to contribute to the Radionics field the years of practical experience both Katherine and I have accumulated. I have found it in the SE-51000 database that Living from Vision has developed to work with the SE-5.

At the Albuquerque Seminar Don made the software available to host a number of different databases and made it easy to navigate between them. Each teacher in radionics has their own style of teaching and their own unique radionic technique. We can all work together. We can each stay unique. For you it multiplies your choices. This means we can take the best of everyones experience.
Upcoming seminar 10/25-28

Practical Radionics

Bettina and I are preparing a Practical Radionics database for the Seminar in October. We will be teaching you to use the tunings and programs for every day use. It will be a great way to brush up on your own health as well as learning techniques to improve your home environment.

I am hosting this course at my home in Pleasant Grove, Utah and will limit the number of participants to 15. I have rooms and beds at my house and those will be available on a first come, first serve basis. So e-mail me if you are interested. I am including a flyer on the course and have already sent out Pre-course exercises. These are a bonus for the “early birds”. That deadline is Sept 1st.

You do not need to have a SE-5 1000 set up and computer to fully participate in the course but you do need to have taken a basic course in Radionics. We will be practicing the basic skills but we won’t dwell on learning them.

Reagents

A number of people have asked me about the LFR Reagent sets. I have been testing a new concept and will introduce it at this upcoming Course. I have created an image set of the LFR Reagent Set and also have energetically enhanced cards for those who do not use the database. This is very exciting and will be available in October.

SE-5s models for sale

I do have 2 like new SE-5s for sale. The SE-5 plus has the new PSI computer which I am asking $2750 and the other SE-5 has the old computer and I am asking $2500. These two have hardly been used and come with all their accessories including camera and film. I have 2 used SE-5 in good condition but missing some of the accessories. I have reconditioned them and am asking $1500. Please contact me if you are interested.

I am a distributor of the SE-5 1000 if you are interested in purchasing one. LFR has a great reputation for training and service and that is my priority with those who purchase equipment from us.

The Radionic Homestead Report

The Report has taken a back seat to all my projects this summer but I promise I will do better. I am trying to send out a report every month. It will be 3-5 pages and I will try to include interesting articles with radionic application for your use. If you know anyone who wants the newsletter e-mailed to them please have them request it.

Also I would appreciate knowing what your areas of interest are and what you would like to see an article on. Please email me with your suggestions.

Katherine loved a good quote

“One thing is certain, no person who deals with the Life-force for any length of time, can maintain a fixed position within a ridged belief system, because this force works upon the individual if he will allow it to, and presents to the perceptive observer a veritable kaleidoscope of possibilities and potential.”

--David Tansley